B3. Keep hedge on left to cross three stiles then
a footbridge and a fourth stile. Then, keeping the
wood on left, walk in wide grass verge of long
field. When hedge appears ahead go right and
then left up a farm track to gate at top of rise. Go
through the gate. At bottom of dip, and well before
farm, find a stile on left by a fieldgate.
to the right of top left hand corner of field. Over
the stile and then slightly right to follow clearing in
crop to emerge by line of trees on a grassy farm
track (if farmer has not provided a clearing then
go right keeping hedge on right to grassy farm
track and then left keeping hedge on right). Follow
grassy track to fieldgate up by wood.

B5. Through the gate and almost immediately

C5. Cross road to footpath gate, go through and

turn right along forest track to fieldgate. Through
this gate and then another gate into house yard.
Go slightly right to a wooden gate onto tarmac
drive. Follow this to 2nd cattle grid and wood then
follow directions A3 & A4 of walk A.

follow hedge on right to fieldgate. Go through and
keeping hedge/fence on left go straight on to the
trees. Go through fieldgate and up slight rise to
footpath gate and onto lane.

CWM BROMLEY BUS WALK
4 Miles (6.6 km) - Easy walk

TRAILS

C4. Go through gate and keep wood on right. Walk
towards the white farm that comes into view until
you reach a footpath gate adjacent to a fieldgate.
Go through and then bear diagonally right to metal
fieldgate in right hand hedge. Go through and
straight on to footpath gate in fence line. Go through
and bear slightly left to drop down field to far corner.
(If a temporary fence line is in place, walk alongside
it to the far hedge and then turn left down the field).
Go through footpath gate near the corner, straight
on to another and then one more. Be cautious as
this leads onto a road.

B4. Over the stile. Keep hedge on left to find stile

MONTGOMERY

Over stile and keep hedge on left till reach end of
field. Ignore footpath gate on left and go right to
footpath gate by wood.

2

up a short rise to a fieldgate set back on left with
stile for Offa’s Dyke path. Go over the stile and
follow route as from point A2 of walk A.

BUS: Catch No. 81 bus, as per BUS DETAILS
PLEASE KEEP TO THE COUNTRYSIDE CODE
Farming country – dogs must be on leads

C1. Exit bus, cross main road and walk up lane

•

Leave gates as you find them

on right hand side. Ignore first footpath at corner,
carry on to next one before a red brick house.

•

Keep to the waymarked paths

•

Wear suitable footwear and clothing

C2. Go through the metal kissing gate and aim for

•

Take your litter home

•

Take extra care in fields of cows and calves

footpath gate in bottom corner of field. Go through
and turn left. Go up rise and aim for left hand of 3
trees and find footpath gate onto farm track. Cross
slightly right to footpath gate then go straight on
with hedge on left to fieldgate at top of rise.

Walks devised by Walkers are Welcome Montgomery
who have taken every care In the production but all
responsibility remains with the walker.

C3. Go through gate and turn left and follow

Paths maintained by local Footpath Volunteers working
with Powys and Shropshire County Councils.

hedge on left (may have to use tractor track) to a
red metal gate and stile.

Please report any problems at www.montgomerywaw.org.uk/walkers
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•

EXPLORE OFFA’S COUNTRY

Three ‘Bus out - Walk back’ walks through
Offa’s Dyke countryside with wonderful
views of Montgomery Vale

C6. Turn right and go past large house on right and

above, and advise driver to drop you off at Cwm
Bromley turn. Approx 16 minutes journey time.

Bus out Walk back

A3. Go along the drive through a short wood,
through open fields, past a cricket ground and
then past stone farm buildings on your left.

A4. Soon after these, and before a cattle grid
and a lake, look out for bridleway on left with a
wooden gate.
Take this and go through two fields to wooden
footpath gate into wildlife area and into
Montgomery car park. Go straight on along the
road to reach town centre.

WALKS’ OVERVIEW
OS Explorer 216 Welshpool and Montgomery

Montgomery Walkers are Welcome have brought
together 3 of our popular walks along and through
scenic Montgomery Vale. All walks begin by taking a
bus from Montgomery Broad Street out to each
walk’s start. Walkers then walk their chosen route
back to Montgomery enjoying the Vale’s many
vistas.
Montgomery Walkers are Welcome have negotiated
with the bus company the specified drop off points
and walkers should point these out to the driver on
entering the bus.

BUS DETAILS: Bus route 81 (direction Newtown
/ Y Drenewydd). Mon - Sat three times daily;
Sunday no service. Check on-line timetables at
www.tanat.co.uk Please note T12 to Newtown is
NOT suitable for these walks

OFFA’S DYKE BUS WALK

ALPORT BUS WALK

3 Miles (5 km) - Easy

4 Miles (6.6 km) - Easy

BUS: Catch No. 81 bus, as per BUS DETAILS above,

BUS: Catch No. 81 bus, as per BUS DETAILS

and advise driver to drop you off at Pentreheyling
Blue Bell Inn (Brompton crossroads). Approx 15
minutes journey time.

above, and advise driver to drop you off at
Alport. Approx 9 minutes journey time.

A1. Exit bus at Brompton crossroads (Blue Bell
Inn). Cross main A489 to the Montgomery road.
Walk for 100 metres on right hand side of road to
turn right into gateway at Offa’s Dyke finger post. Go
through gate and soon turn left and follow straight
along Offa’s Dyke path for nearly two kilometres to
lane.

A2. Over the stile at gateway on far side of lane and
continue straight along Offa’s Dyke path over/through
5 stiles/gates to reach metalled Lymore Estate drive
by a cattle grid. Turn left onto drive.

B1. Exit bus and carefully cross the main road
to lane. Walk down this atmospheric lane past a
right turn until you reach a T junction. Just
before this find a stile on the right.

B2. Cross the stile and aim for far right hand
corner of field to a plank footbridge and a stile.
Cross these and, keeping hedge on right, find a
fieldgate in far right hand corner. Go through the
gate, keep hedge and cottage on your left, to
reach stile, the drive and then another stile.

